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UAB IG
“Our project is the students’ opportunity”

UAB IG Institution is a replica of a conventional nonprofit investment fund. Its main objective is to
bring all its participants closer to the financial markets through training meetings focusing on U.S
and EMEA stock markets.

UAB IG has followed an exponential evolution in both results and affiliation of its members since
its foundation in 2013 by two BA students from the same University. Winners of the LBCU Spain
throughout 2016, gave a distinctive quality to the management team and symbolize the existing
synergies among all the partners. This January three undergraduate students joined in Peeptrade’s
Global University Investment Challenge and tied with the University of Hong Kong for the third
place.

Nowadays the UAB IG Alumni consists of forty-six members, the morning group is about thirty
members and five members represent the executive board. The diversity of partner profiles allows
us to obtain greater profitability in terms of human capital and expand financial culture on a large
scale.

For the realization of UAB IG we count on the support of the Deganat of the Faculty of Economics
and Business and other institutions from our University. We have been registered as an association
of the UAB on the Director of Col·lectius.

Each season UAB IG is updated both in structure and functioning as well as in staff with the
intention of reaching proposed challenges and improving each edition. We provide participants all
available resources so that the project continues to maintain its high rate of growth to the long term.
We welcome any potential participant and, in no case, demand minimum training on the financial
markets. Interest and motivation are our ideology.

______________________________
Paula Rodó Vila
CEO of UAB Investment Group

UAB IG
Structure 2018-2019

In aim to share financial knowledge throughout time and individuals, UAB IG is planning various
meetings once they are announced via social networks and physical posters along the Faculty of
Economics and Enterprise (Bellaterra Campus) in UAB.

The periodicity of reunions will relay on the number of assistants and the widespread interest over
the topic selected to debate about. Likewise, the location of the meetings is going to be announced
too beside the topic and the date on the poster.

Some third parties has been interested in coming to one of our meetings to present their business
strategy and what financial product/services they offer. It will be communicated by the date.

UAB IG offers the possibility to enroll qualified teams to a global university investment challenge
with profesional guidance of the members who participated this year. The first UAB IG meeting
will talk about how the contest is structured and the investment platform working.

It is not necessary to be part of UAB IG to attend at some meeting, we encourage every person
(student or not) who wants to acquire more knowledge about financial markets.
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